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EMMA Callender!
    She has been an absolute star during the 
OoW series dealing with every task thrown 
her way with positivity and determination.” 
Finding the best of the best
As a vehicle for technology thought 
leadership, the Oracle OpenWorld (OOW) 
event in London needed its speakers to 
be at the top of their game. After all, they 
would need to get the attention of OOW’s 
audience of high-ranking decision-makers.
 
Emma’s biggest responsibility was to search 
for these speakers and whittle them down 
to create a shortlist, from which Oracle 
could pick the very best. 
 
“Her memory is outstanding and she’s a 
fantastic person to have on our team. I’m 
looking forward to watching her grow and 
become even stronger!”

Getting the job done
Her job wasn’t finished once the speakers 
were signed up, however. She worked 
tirelessly with all sorts of people and teams 
throughout the development of the event to 
make sure everything ran smoothly. 
 
“She’s a resourceful member of the event team 
and MOI family. She always knows what’s 
happening within the events department, 
including projects she’s not close to.” 

Delivering snacks, supplies, 
and more snacks
She even took care of packing all 
the supplies that needed to be sent 
to London, without which the event 
wouldn’t have even happened. But most 
importantly, she made sure the whole 
team always had enough snacks to keep 
them energised and their morale high!
 
“She’s always willing to help with a smile on 
her face. She even won Baker of the Year!”

What’s next?
With Oracle OpenWorld over (until next 
year, at least), she’s currently on the hunt 
for the perfect venue and speakers for 
some upcoming breakfast meetings  
and dinners. 
 
“Everybody just worked as one team. If you 
needed something, they would be more 
than happy to help. Even though everyone 
was exhausted, everyone continued to  
be amazing.”

#bakeroftheyear



thank you for all 
your hard work 
 Sincerely,
The MOI Team


